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ABSTRACT 
A classics construction associates to every rational function f E K(X) in one 
variable the Bezoutian B(f). We show that this correspondence is functorial in the 
sense that the Bezoutian B( j-0 g) of the composition of f and g is isometric to the 
tensor product B(f) @B(g). Similarly, the direct sum B(f) @B(g) of Bezoutians is 
shown to be isometric to the Bezoutian B( f * g) of a rational function f * g, which is 
defined by the continued fraction expansions of f and g. This leads to an epimor- 
phism 
K(X) -I(K) -0 
of the monoid (K(X), 0, *) of rational functions onto the monoid (I(K), @ , @) of all 
isometry classes of symmetric bilinear forms over K, provided with the operations of 
the tensor product @ and the direct sum @. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bezoutian is a certain quadratic form which is defined for an 
arbitrary pair of polynomials and hence for any rational function f E K(X). 
Quadratic forms associated with rational functions in one variable were 
systematically studied by Hermite (1856) and Sylvester (1853), and the 
Bezoutian is an important tool in diverse topics such as root location of 
polynomials, stability theory, and elimination theory. In system theory the 
Bezoutian is important in that it gives a complete set of invariants for the 
action of static linear output feedback on scalar rational transfer functions; 
see Helmke and Fuhrmann (1988). 
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The purpose of this paper is to study this classical correspondence 
more closely, via Bezoutians or Hankel forms. As we will show, this corre- 
spondence is actually functorial in the sense that it defines an &morphism 
of the monoid (K(x), 0 ) of rational functions, endowed with the operation 0 
of composing functions, onto the monoid Z(K), of isometry classes of 
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms, endowed with the tensor product 
operation. Furthermore, we show that the direct sum of Bezoutians B(f) CEI 
B(g) is isometric to the Bezoutian B( f * g) of a rational function f * g, 
constructed via the continued fraction expansions of f and g. 
In this way one also obtains-via Lioth’s theorem-a classification of all 
intermediate subfields F 
KpwK(X) 
by the similarity classes of Bezoutians, i.e. via quadratic forms. 
2. BEZOUT FORMS AND HANKEL FORMS 
In this section we recall some basic facts about Bezout forms and their 
relationship to Hankel matrices. The Bezoutian is a certain quadratic form 
defined for an arbitrary pair of polynomials. It behaves particularly simply 
with respect to changes of variables (see Lemmas 2.2, 2.3). Since Hankel 
forms are similar to Bezout forms, it is often possible to translate results about 
Bezout forms into corresponding ones about Hankel matrices and vice versa. 
In this way we will derive a recent transformation law for Hankel matrices 
which is due to Gamst and Hoechsmann (Lemma 2.6). For further results on 
the Bezoutian containing complete proofs we refer to Heinig and Rost (1984) 
and Helmke and Fuhrmann (1988). 
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In the sequel, K will denote an arbitrary field. Let p, q E K [ X] denote 
polynomials with max(deg p, deg q) < n, and let X, Y be two variables. Then 
B(P>q)(Ky):= 
Pw7W - q(wPw 
X-Y (2.1) 
= t i bijxi-lyj-l (2.2) 
i-1 j=l 
is a polynomial in X, Y with coefficients bij in K. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The n x n matrix (bij) E Knx” defined by (2.2) is 
called the Bezout form associated with the polynomials p and q, or just the 
Bezoutian of p and q, and is denoted by B(p, q). If f = p/q is the unique 
irreducible representation of a rational function f, with q manic, then we 
will write B(f) for B( p, q). B(f) will be called the Bezoutian of f.’ 
Note that B(p, q) defines a bilinear form on K” by 
No distinction will be made between a symmetric matrix and the associated 
bilinear form. 
BY (2.2) 
1 
Y 
qP,q)(XJ)=[LX >...> X”-‘]fqp,q) : il . (2.3) yn-1 
Bezoutians have similar properties to resultant matrices. The following lemma 
summarizes the elementary properties of the Bezoutian, where only (iv) is 
nontrivial to prove: see Helmke and Fuhrmann (1988, Theorem 3.3). 
‘This definition of the Bezoutian B(f) differs from that used in e.g. Helmke and Fuhrmann 
(1988) in a sign factor. The convention followed here is important in order to obtain good 
functorial formulas for the Bezoutian. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let p, 9 E K[X] with max(deg p,deg 9) 6 n. Then 
(i) B(p, 9) is a symmetric matrix. 
(ii) B(p, 9) is linear in p and 9. 
(iii) B(9, P) = - B(p, 9). 
(iv) B(p, 9) is invertible if and only if p and 9 are coprime. 
There are simple transformation laws showing how the Bezoutian trans- 
forms under changes of variables. By Lemma 2.l(ii), (iii) we have 
LEMMA 2.2. For any a P 
I 1 Y 6 E GL,(W, 
To see how B( p, 9)(X, Y) behaves under a linear change of variables in 
X, Y we recall a particularly interesting class of representations of GL,(K). 
Let V, denote the K-vector space of all homogeneous polynomials 
+(x,Y) := i ajXd-jYj, aj E K, 
j=O 
of degree d 2 1 in the variables X and Y. The general linear group GL,( K) 
of all invertible 2 x 2 matrices 
acts on V, by coordinate transformations 
GL,(K)x V, -+ V,, 
([; ~]y4(x,y)) (2.4 -,~(cYx+yY,px+sY). 
The induced linear representation of GL,(K) 
cGL2(K) + GL,(K) =GL(V,_,) 
defined by 
+i+@,y) = $(aX + YY,PX + SY) (2.5) 
is called the standard irreducible representation of GL,(K). 
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For polynomials p, q E K[X] with max(deg p,deg q) 6 n and for any 
a P 
[ 1 y 6 E%,(K) 
let 
aX+y 
iG):=(Px+~)“P px 3 
i i 
ax+y 
&v=(PX+~)“9 px ’ 
i 1 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The following lemma is due to Heinig and Rost (1984, Proposition 4.3). 
LEMMA 2.3 (Heinig and Rost, 1984). For any g = 
[ 1 a ; EGL,(K) Y 
where r : GL,( K ) + GL,( K) denotes the standard irreducible representation. 
The group of K-automorphisms of the rational function field K(X) is the 
projective general linear group PGL,(K) which acts on K(X) by composi- 
tion: 
f++fOP, f=(X), (2.8) 
with fractional linear transformations 
cxx+p 
c”(X)=yx+6. (2.9) 
Two symmetric matrices I?,, B, E K”‘” are called congruent (or isometric) if 
there exist S E GL,(K) with B, = SBISf. B, is called similar to B, if 
B, = c.SB$’ (2.10) 
with S E GL,(K) and a nonzero constant scaling factor c E K*. We write 
I?, I I?, if B, and B, are congruent. 
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Using this standard terminology, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 immediately imply 
LEMMA 2.4. For A, to p E PGL,(K) and f E K(X) one has 
(i) B( X 0 f) = det A. B(f), 
(ii) B(fop)=detp.B(f). 
Instead of associating to a rational function f E K(X) the Bezoutian 
B(f), one might as well consider the Hankel form. Given a rational function 
f = p/q E K(X) with p, q coprime, the degree of f is defined by 
degf:=max(degp,degq). (2.11) 
Suppose that f = p/q E K(X) is proper, and deg f= n, i.e. satisfies 
degp<degq=n. 
Expanding f around cc yields the Laurent expansion 
Cc 
f(X) = c p-j, 
j=o 
and the n x n matrix 
I 
fl fi .. fi 
H,(f):= : . . . . 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14a) 
is called the Hankel form associated with f. 
Given any manic polynomial q( X ) = CrzOqjXi, q, = 1, let 
41 92 . . . 4,-l 1 
41 
q:= : 
. . 
. . (2.14b) 
. . 
4,-l . 
_ 1 O_ 
Thus B, = B(q, 1) is an invertible Hankel matrix. For proofs of the next result 
we refer to Helmke and Fuhrmann (1988) and Heinig and Rost (1984). 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let f = p/q E K(X), p, 9 coprim, be proper with deg p < 
deg 9 = n. Then 
It follows that the Bezoutian B(f) = B( p, 9) and the Hankel form H,(f) 
are similar. The next result is due to Gamst and Hoechsmann (1987). In our 
framework it is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let f E K(X) with f(co) # co. Given any Moebius trans- 
formations X, p E PGL,(K) with X( f(m)) # CO, f@(m)) # CO, one has 
(i) H,(h 0 f) z det h.H,(f), 
(ii) H,(fop)=detp.H,(f). 
Proof. Let f = p/9 be a coprime factorization, and let 
Then X 0 f = fi/Q with 9 = yp + 69. By Lemma 2.4,2.5 
H,(X 0 f) = B;‘B(q”, p”)Iq’ 
=detXBi1B(9,p)Bd’ 
= det X S’H,( f )S 
with S = B,B; i. Similarly, 
K(f o pcl> = detpW,(f )T 
with an analogous formula for T. W 
There is a useful characterization of the Bezoutian B( 9, p) via companion 
matrices. For a manic polynomial 9(X) = xy=09iX’, 9” = 1, let 
0 
I : 
. . . . - 90 
1 . 
Q= . . . 
. . 
0 . . . 1 - 4 9n-1 (2.15) 
denote the companion matrix of 9. 
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LEMMA 2.7 (Helmke and Fuhrmann, 1988). A ma&in: BE Knx” is a 
Bezoutian if and only if there exists a manic polynomial q E K [x] of degree 
n with 
C4B = BC,“. (2.16) 
The above lemma leads to a simple characterization of all symmetric 
matrices which are congruent to Bezoutians B(p, q). 
A matrix A E KnX” is called cyclic if there exist vectors v E K n such that 
(v, Av,..., A”-%) is a basis of K”. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let BEK”~” be a symmetric invertible matrix, and 
let q E K [X] be a manic polynomial of degree n. Then B is congruent to a 
Bezoutian B(p, q) if and only if there exists a symmetric matrix S E Knx” 
such that BS is a cyclic matrix with characteristic polynomial q. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, B = TtB(p, q)T for some T E GL,(K) if and 
only if 
TB-‘TtC P = C’TB-‘T’, Q (2.17) 
and thus, if and only if S= B-‘T’C,(T’)-’ is symmetric and BS has 
characteristic polynomial q. n 
3. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES 
For any polynomial p(X) = I&,pjXj E K[X] and for any n E N let 
R ,,,+,(p) denote the n x(n + m) matrix 
R n,n+m(p) = 
[ 
PO Pl ... pm 0 
. . . . . . 
0 . POT p, ..I P, 
I* 
For the proof of the following lemma we refer to Heinig and Rost (1984). 
LEMMA~.~. Let p,q,rEK[X] with degp<m, max(degq,degr)<n. 
Then 
Bhw) =R .,,+,(P>"B(~~~>R,,,+,(P). 
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Using this simple lemma, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. jet fi = Pi/q,, f2 = P,/9, E K(X) with (9n 92) co- 
prime. Then 
Proof. Let deg x = n,, i = 1,2. By Lemma 3.1 
Wl+_&) =B(p,9,+ Ps9,,9,9‘2) 
=R(p,9,,9,9,)+R(p,9,,9,9,) 
=R n,,“,+“l(92)tR(Pl,91)Rnl,a,+n2(92) 
+R “2,“,+“p(91)tR(P2792)Rnz,n,+“2(91) 
where 
is the (n, + n,) x ( n1 + n,) resultant matrix of 9i, 9a and thus invertible. n 
The above result expresses the direct sum of isometry classes of 
Bezoutians B( 5) and B( fs) as the isometry class of the Bezoutian B( fi + f,) 
for a generic pair of rational functions. In order to obtain a general formula 
for the direct sum of isometry classes of Bezoutians we work with the 
continued fraction expansions of f, and fs. Any f K(X) a unique 
decomposition 
f(X) = “o”o(X) -g(x) (3.la) 
E K [ X] is v0 K is a nonzero g p/9 
E p, coprime, satisfies p deg 9. An application of the 
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Euclidean algorithm gives 
q=:P-& degp,<degp, 
P=?P,-P,, deg p3 < deg p2, 
v2 (3.lb) 
P*-1= 2, 
V, 
degp,=O, ~~$0. 
Here for i=O,..., T, 0~~ E K[ X] are manic polynomials of degree ni and 
z)~ E K - (0) are uniquely determined nonzero scaling factors. Equation (3.1) 
is equivalent to the continued fraction expansion of f(X): 
f(X) = wow - Vl 
al(X) - 
VlV2 (3.2) 
a2@) - 
‘2’3 
vr- 1vr 
. . . -- 
4x) 
and deg f = Cl,ndeg oi = Ci,oni. 
The manic polynomials oi are called the atoms and the scaling factors vi 
are called the phases of the rational function f. The tuple 
CF(f):=(a, ,..., a,;~,, ,..., v,) (3.3) 
is called the continued jkaction symbol of f. 
Of course, by (3.1), (3.2) there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
rational functions f E K(X) and continued fraction symbols. We can there- 
fore use the continued fraction symbol in order to define a new operation on 
rational functions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let fi, fi E K(X) have continued fraction symbols 
CF( fi) = (on,. . . , a,; pa,. . . , Pi), CF( fi) = (&,, . . . , P,; va, . . . , v,). The rational 
function f := f, * fi defined by 
CF(fi*fi):=(ao,...,cy,,Po,...,P,;~~,...,~l,vo,...,vs) (3.4) 
is called the continued fraction (CF) sum of fi and f2. 
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Clearly deg( fi * fi) = deg fi + deg fi. The constant rational function 
f(x) = 1 is the neutral element for * : 
l*f=f*l=f. (3.5) 
The continued fraction sum is an associative operation: 
f*(g*W=(f*g)*k (3.6) 
but not necessarily commutative. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any fi> fi E K(X), 
m*f,wuJ@B(f,)~ (3.7) 
where fi * f, is the continued fraction sum off, and fi. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (3.7) for rational functions fi, fi with CF( f,) 
=(a,;pd, CVf,)=(P,> ~1). Thus 
fl*fi(x)=Plm-1- 
PlW 
IWA- Ul = 
Pl . 
By Lemma 3.1 
B(f1* $2) = av1P1- Vl, Pl) 
=R n,,n,+.,(Pl)tB(ILlal~1)R,1,,1+“2(P1) - oh&) 
where R denotes the (n, + n2) X (n I + n,) resultant matrix of the coprime 
polynomials (PI, 1). n 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Every symmetric matrix B E Knx” is congruent to a 
Bezoutian. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that B is block diagonal 
of the form 
B=diagjd, ,..., d,,[y i], . . . . [y i]) 
r +2s = n, with di,aj E K, i = l,..., r, j = l,..., s. Define rational functions 
fi, gj by 
J(X) = diXpl, i=l >...,r, (3.8a) 
gj(x)= - l 
X2+ajX’ 
j=l )...) s. (3.8b) 
Then 
B(fi) =di, i=l r ,.*., > (3.9a) 
B(gj)= ‘i l 
[ 1 1 0’ 
j=l >..., S. 
The result now follows from Theorem 3.2. 
By Lemma 2.5 we immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. Every symmetric invertible matrix B E K nxn is congru- 
ent to a Hankel form of a rational function. 
Note that in the above corollary no restriction on the characteristic of K 
is made. 
Using Theorem 3.2, it is easy to diagonalize a Bezoutian. Here we assume 
that K has characteristic # 2. For any integer k E N let Jk denote the k X k 
matrix 
0 1 
Jk= I * . . I . 1 0 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose K has characteristic # 2. Let 
CF(f):=(a, ,..., a,;vl ,..., v,), ni := deg q , i=l ,..., r, 
denote the continued fraction symbol off E K(X). Then 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 
The result now follows from the following lemma, whose simple proof (using 
induction on 1) is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose K has characteristic # 2. For every 
B= 
91 . . 
. . . 
9r-1 1 
1 
there exists a unique 
‘1 Xl . 
. . 
such that XBX’ = Jl. 
. . 
91-l 1 
1 
. . 
. 
Xl-1 
. . 
Xl 
1 
-I 
E KlX’ 
E KIX’ 
Let f, g E K(X) be rational functions of degree deg f = n and deg f = m 
respectively. The composition f 0 g E K(X) is the rational function defined 
by fog(X):=f(g(X)).Clearlydeg(fog)=degfidegg. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let f, g E K(X). The Bezoutian B( f 0 g) of the composi- 
tion f 0 g is congruent to the tensor product B(f) + B( g ). 
In order to prove Theorem 3.6 we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Given integers m, n > 1. Let u, v E K[X] be coprime poly- 
nomials with max(degu,degv)=m. Then (X”-‘u(X)j~‘v(X)“-j(l~i~ 
m, 1 < j < n) are K-linearly independent. 
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 1 the result is obvious. Suppose 
Lemma 3.7 holds for all 1~ k < n. Let us suppose that there 
nontrivial linear combination for k = n + 1: 
n+l m 
c c aijx”- 
luj-lvn+l-j=o 
j=li=l 
for cqj E K. 
Set h = u/v. Dividing (3.10) by v” gives 
n+l m 
4X 
cwijxi-l . 
i 
hi-1 = 0 
j=l i=l 
Set pj(X) := Z~Cn=~ijXi-l, so that deg pi < m - 1. 
For p,,, 1 = 0 the previous induction step implies oli j = 0 for ail 
we are done. So let us assume that p,, 1 f 0. Using (3.11) we have 
h”=U”= _ “* 
n-l+ p2Uvn-2+ . . . + p&-l ‘p 
Vn 
v”pl 
=: -. 
P n-cl 4 
By assumption, u” is coprime to v”. Since 
deg Pju j-lvn-j< (n - j + j - 1)m + m - 1< mfl 
and 
exists a 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
i, j and 
degv”-‘p,,, < cn - 1)m + m - 1 < mn, 
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m4deg ‘p 7 deg 4 ) < max(deg u”,deg 0”) = mn. 
But this is in contradiction to the coprimeness of u”, 0”. The result follows. n 
COROLLARY 3.8. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.7 one has: 
The polynomials X’-‘u(X)j-‘v(X)“-ill G i G m, 1 G j G n) fbrm a basis of 
the K-vector space spanned by 1, X, . . . , Xmn- r. 
Proof. Both spaces have the same dimension. Thus 
deg( Xi- rUj-rvn-j ) < i -l+(j-l)m+(n-j)m 
=(n-l)m+i-l<mn-1 
completes the proof. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let f = u/v, g = p/q be rational functions 
satisfying 
max(degu,degv)=m, (3.12) 
max(degp,degq) = n, (3.13) 
( p , q ) and (U , v ) are respectively coprime. (3.14) 
The composition g 0 f = fi/G is the rational function defined by 
Note that 
6(X> = v(x)nP[%)l 
G(X) = &vq( 9). 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
mn = deg(g 0 f) < max(degc,degq’) < mn 
implies max(deg fi,deg 4) = mn, so that (fi, 6) are coprime. 
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Thus 
B($,cy) = v(x)“_ 
,P(f(XMfW) - P(fo?Mf(X)) v(y)“-l 
f(X) -f(Y) 
4x> 
f(X) -f(Y) v(y) 
X-Y 
Let 
Then 
= t E b,j~~~X~-lu(X)'-'v(X)"-'Y"~'u(Y)j~'v(Y)"-j. 
i,j=l r,s=l 
Thus expressed with respect to the basis 
(Xr-lUi-lvn-ill <r<m,l<i<n) 
of Span,(X’ 10 < i < nm - l), one sees that the Bezout form B(fi, 4) is 
isometric to the tensor product B(p, q) CC B( u, v). The result follows. n 
Let E = K(X) denote the field of rational functions in one variable X, By 
Liiroth’s theorem, the intermediate subfields K 4 F c E are given by rational 
functions, i.e. F = K(Y) with Y = f(X) a rational function of degree deg f = 
[E : F]. Of course, such a generator f of F is only uniquely determined up to, 
a change of variables 
f-Aof, X E PGL,(K). (3.17) 
By Lemma 2.4 the similarity class of the Bezoutian B(f) is invariant under 
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changes of coordinates (3.17), (3.18): 
f++f=JP> EL E PC&(K), (3.18) 
and is therefore an invariant of the field extension E/F. We will denote this 
similarity class of B( f ), F = K( f(X)), by B(E/F). 
Similarly, by Lemma 2.6, the similarity class of the associated Hankel 
form H,( f ), f(m) # OCI, is also an invariant of the field extension E/F 
which we will denote by ZZ(E/F). By Lemma 2.5 these two invariants are 
equah 
B(E/F) = H(E/F). (3.19) 
Given any two similarity classes [B,], [B,] of symmetric bilinear forms B,, B, 
defined over K, their tensor product is well defined via 
(3.20) 
Using the above notation, Theorem 3.6 immediately implies the following 
“chain rule” for intermediate subfields, thus confirming a conjecture of 
Gamst and Hoechsmann. 
THEOREM 3.9. Given a chain of intemwdiate subfields K 4 G C F C E 
= K(X), one has 
B(E/G)=B(E/F)@B(F/G) (9 
and thus 
H( E/G) = H( E/F) @H( F/G) (ii) 
REMARK 3.10. Consider the monoid structure on K(X) defined by 
composition 0 of functions and by the continued fraction sum * . Let Z(K) 
denote the set of isometry classes of nondegenerate bilinear forms over K, 
with the tensor product and the direct sum as monoid operations. By 
Theorems 3.2, 3.6 and Corollary 3.3 we obtain an epimorphism of monoids 
K(X) + Z(K) 
defined by associating to a rational function f E K(X) the isometry class of 
the Bezoutian B( f ). 
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